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The fear of looking IN me AT me, kept my step four on hold  

 

Buster T —-6yrs—5/4 

Tracks to Recovery 8610 Railroad Ave, Bowie  

Wayne D —-34yrs—5/8 

Principles Before Personalities 

1300 West St, Annapolis 

Rachael S —-5yrs—5/9 

Empowering Women-9650 Basket Ring Rd, 
Columbia 

Dana M—11yrs—5/14 

Firm Belivers-8600 Glenarden Pkwy, Glenarden  

Tyra—2yrs—5/16 

Spiritual Awakening-424 Main St, Laurel 

Donna B—34yrs—5/19 

10:30 Coffee Hour-5656A 3rd Street NE, DC  

Jonathan B—37yrs—5/19 

Progress in NA- 

Zoom ID: 973 466 3601 Passcode: 875711  

Tony A 17yrs &  

Reggie G 13yrs—5/20 

It Works How & Why-6905 Greenbelt Rd 
Greenbelt 

Aly S —-3yrs—5/21 

Just Relationships-901 Main St, Laurel 

Frank G —-20yrs—5/25 

Welcome Home-4916 Franconia Rd, Alexandria  

 

Fift Concept 

For each responsibility assigned to the service structure, a 
single point of decision and accountability should be clearly 

defined. 

 

In defining a single point of decision for each service assignment, we 
eliminate confusion about who has authority to do what. We also clarify 

accountability for our services: whoever is given the authority for a particular 
task will be held accountable for the fulfillment of that task.  

 .  

TRADITION FIVE 

“Each group should be autonomous, except in ma ers affec ng 
other groups or NA as a whole.” . 

NA groups have a great deal of freedom. We’ve already seen in Tradi on 
Three that groups are free of any need to screen their mem�bers or set 

requirements for membership. Our NA groups are free to offer recovery to 
any addict. The Fourth Tradi on enances that free�dom, allowing the rich 

diversity of our varied experience to help us serve.  

With my initial introduction to the 12 steps, the step that I feared the most was 
step 5. I’m the type of person who likes to take an intellectual approach to things 
(in recovery this has not always served me well) and at first glance steps 4 & 5 
seller daunting. I understood why this might be therapeutically helpful in a 
generalized sense, but taking a moral inventory was not something I had done in 
any sort of capacity in years, outside of an inner monologue of self defeating 
shame. 
In the process of steps 1-3 though I gained some acceptance of who I was, some 
faith in a process that may help me become who I was supposed to be, and a 
relationship with people who loved me and a god who for the first time wasn’t 
punishing. And through that process I became willing to write an inventory and 
even accept that there might be some assets on their a well. But share this with 
another human being? Hell no! At least not completely was my thought process on 
my first 5th step. It wasn’t that I didn’t trust my sponsor, it was that I had planned 
to go to my grave with some of these secrets. Assuredly he would not understand, 
how could anyone? I was still so terminally unique that my stuff had to be darker 
than everyone else’s. So my plan was to read most of what I had written, but not 
all. 
But when I met with my sponsor on the dreaded day that was to be the action part 
of my 5th step something happened. We sat down and before we began we prayed 
for openness and to allow our higher powers (both of them) into the conversation 
we were about to have. And something told me that if I shared honestly and 
completely, I’d be ok. There were needless to say awkward pauses and things I 
stuttered to get out. But at each turn I was met with a compassionate response, 
and often times it was “your not alone, I complete relate”. 
The action of this step was indeed a pressure release valve, but as I share often 
not in some grand fashion as I’ve heard it has been for others the first time they 
worked this step, and that’s ok. Having worked this step a couple times now I can 
say that each time a work it a little more freedom has been granted. I have chosen 
to share portions of my fifth step with people who aren’t my sponsor in the most 
recent years, and found great relief in ridding myself of some childhood trauma, 
pain that I thought would never be lessened. Step 5 above all for me has been an 
awakening to levels of trust that were long lost in active addiction as a necessary 
survival skill. But in this new and better way of life I don’t have to do it alone, and 
I can share the results of a searching inventory so that today I can be a better 
version of who I was truly put on this earth to be.  

Anonymous 5/2024 

 

GSRS & Chairs: 

Central Area Service 
ASC Meets 1st Wednesdays 7-8pm 

Church, 6905 Greenbelt Rd, Greenbelt 

NOTE: On-line ASC Zoom link  
Online: zoom.us/j/83624520975 PC: 353938 



 

Find the Spiritual Principle 

Open�M indedness 

W illingness 

Unity 

Trust 

Courage 

Anonymity 

Faith 

Honesty 
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Five by Five 



 



Who is PR?  
YOU ARE! I AM! THEY ARE! Every member of Narcotics Anonymous is a Public Relations member. If you have any 
doubts, watch "The Surrender": https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bkJauliAstprdWOqfvynzThSPmm-
SBSd/view?usp=sharing, a video which shows how NA resources help a struggling addict become an NA member. 

 

 

And attend the 6th Annual CPRNA Regional “We ALL are PR!” Celebration and Cookout at Cabin John Regional 
Park in Bethesda! 


